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(Proper/ Repeat)

Answer all questions Time : Three hours

1' (a) Let p and g be two statements such that p -+ q is false. Find the truth value

of each of the following statements:

i. -Q+pi
ii. p A (q ** p);

iii. _ (_ p Aq) Aq.

(b) Using the laws of algebra of logic, prove the following logical equivalences:

i. - (pV - q) V (-pA - q) =- p;

ii. (pA-q)Vb^d=p.

(c) Using the valid argument forms, deduce the conclusion - fVr from the premises

given below:
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2. LeL A, B and C be subsets of a universal set X'

(a) Simplify the following expressions:

.. " 'rUL KAuo)n(Bu A')n(AuauX)l';

ii. [A u (B n c)] u [(s' n c') u c]' .

' (n) prove tfrat if AU B : AtsC and A )B : AnC, then B : C. Hence show that

A\(B u c) : (A\B) u (A\C) if and onlv if AA(B u C) : (ALB)tr (AAC)'

3. (a) Let f : X -rX beafunctionanddefinearelation RonX by

rRy + A: !@)'Prove the following

i. .R is reflexive Q .f : I;

ii. R is symmetric <+ ,f o f : I;

iii. Eistransitive ++ f"f:f;
where / denotes the identity mapping from X to X'

(b) If f : A -- B is a mapping, prove that the relation R1 defined on Y by

rRSy # f (r): /(y) is an equivalence relation'

Let f : R. x R. -- R x R' be defined bY

f (r,v) :

Find the

JWm, ir (r,s) # (o,o);

rf. (r,g): (0,0).

4. (a) Define each of the following terms: 
v-

i. injective maPPing;

ii. surjective maPPing.

(b)Letpbeafixedpositiveinteger'Provethatthemappingf:Z-'Zgiuenby
( n * o, if n is divisible bY P'

/(n): {
I n,, if n is not divisible bY P;

is a bijeciion. Determine "f-1'

(c) Let f : X '- Y be a mapping. Prove that

/isinjectiveitr/(AnB):/(A)n/(B)forallsubsetsA'BofX'

111''/@Tffi,al
(0,0),

class of (0,1).
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5. (a)

(b)

Show that every partially ordered set has at most one first e|gaqeqt..-i <s Atffi 1013
show that first element of every partially ordered r* ir." minimal element.

(")

6. (a)

Is the converse true? Justify your answer.

Prove that in a totally ordered set every minimal element is a first element.

For any integer a, prove that:

i. 2 | a(a* 1) and 3 | o(a + I)(a+2);

ii.3la(Zaz+T);

iii, if a is odd then 82 I b, + J)(a2 + T).

when Mr. smith cashed a cheque in a Bank, the teller mistook the number
of cents for the number of rupees and vice versa. unaware of this, Mr. smith
spent 68 cents and noticed to his surprise that he had twice the amount of the
original cheque. Determine the smallest value for which the cheque could have

been written.
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